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Studies show that reading is good for you

#LPLishere

The library’s free, online Tutoring Club offers help to
students in reading (Pre-K–6th) and math (K–9th).

By Polli Kenn
Readers’ Services Coordinator

Lawrence Public Library

•••
pkenn@lplks.org

I’m going to report this fact,
though it hurts me to do so: in
a recent Pew study, 24% of US
adults said they had not read
a book in the last year. (Okay,
let’s look at the bright side…
that means 76% of us have
read a book in the past year!)
However, not making or having
time for reading is taking a
toll on us beyond just missing
out on the cultural zeitgeist—
we’re robbing ourselves of
some serious physical, social,
and emotional benefits as well.
Several studies detail how
reading is good for humans.
Not just reading nonfiction
to educate yourself about a
certain subject, but leisure
reading. Yes, you heard me
right—leisure reading.
Romance, westerns, urban
fantasy, mystery, literary fiction.
All of the above and more.
Leisure reading does a number
of things for you that you
may not realize.
The act of reading decreases
your stress and anxiety (okay,
maybe a little less if it’s Stephen
King) and can reduce depression.

Reading increases empathy
and feelings of being able
to relate to other humans. It
helps keep your brain sharp
as you age and may decrease
your chances for Alzheimer’s.
It increases your understanding
of cultures and people that
you might normally think of
as “the other” and widens your
horizons.
Reading even improves
thinking and communication
skills, and goodness knows we
could use more of that right
now, and we’re here to help.

Polli Kenn leads the LPL Book Squad, a team of passionate and
dedicated staff waiting to help you find your next great read.

12-MONTH READING
CHALLENGE
DOWNLOAD HERE: bit.ly/2021SquadGoals

In a reading
slump?
The library has a Squad (and swag) for that.
Adults who complete their 2021 Reading
Goals will get an end-of-the-year prize!

We’ve got a passionate team
dedicated to increasing the
health and well-being of our
community by encouraging
folks to pick up a book, read
for pleasure, and connect with
fellow humans over our
greatest human evolutionary
achievement: the ability to
create, record, and read stories
across space and time. It’s a
miracle, really, and it’s all right
here at your fingertips.

"A reader lives a
thousand lives
before he dies.
The man who
never reads
lives only one."
—George R.R. Martin

Polli’s
PICKS

FOR THE PERSON
WHO HASN’T READ IN A WHILE

FOR THE PERSON
WITH NO TIME TO READ

Dear Fahrenheit 451
by Annie Spence
“Love letters and break-up notes to
the books in her life.” —NPR Books

Heating and Cooling
by Beth Ann Fennelly
“52 ‘micro-memoirs’—some just
one sentence, some a couple of
pages—that offer insight into her
life, lives of loved ones, and the
human condition.” —Kirkus Reviews

F h h it 451

The House in the Cerulean Sea
by TJ Klune
“An enchanting love story about the
profound experience of discovering
an unlikely family in an unexpected
place—and realizing that family is
yours.” —tjklunebooks.com

The Water Dancer
by Ta-Nehisi Coates
AUDIOBOOK
“Read by actor Joe Morton, this is a
story of Hiram Walker, a young slave
who survives a near-death experience
and embarks on an improbable,
mystical escape.” —ew.com
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GIFTS FOR
CRAFTERS

Find books for gifts or yourself to get through winter.
Facebook sale happens at: @lplfriendsfoundation.

6 PM • Gift Books
7 PM • Cozy Stories & Cookbooks
8 PM • Smorgasbord

GIFTS FOR
READERS

Deja Brooks Cross Stitch Kits
Keep busy this winter while supporting your library!
Comes in 3 varieties — one too bawdy for print.

GET THEM AT: lplff.square.site

Help us match a gift for $30,000 from the Harrison
Family Fund and another local family. Direct it however
you wish: to the library's immediate needs or long-term
endowment — But, hurry! Deadline is by Dec 31.

GIFTS FOR
LOCALS

MATCH HERE:
bit.ly/LPLFFGift

FOR THE PERSON
IN NEED OF JOY AND HOPE

FOR THE PERSON
WHO COMMUTES FOR WORK

Season's Readings Book Sale
FRI | Dec 4 | 6–9 PM | Facebook Live

lawrenceparksproject.square.site

LAST CHANCE TO GET THESE
WPA-inspired Lawrence Parks and Green Spaces
prints and postcards. Get one or collect ‘em all at:

JOIN OUR
Matching
Challenge
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